Bucket Tools & Tool Trays

A31

Tool Trays
Manufactured from a special grade of rugged high-density
polyethylene, these trays are resistant to UV and extreme
cold temperatures. Our most popular models are listed,
many more variations available on request.
CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

1TB

Shallow tool tray, outside mount, 480mm (L) x
200mm (W) x 200mm deep

311019

As 1TB but with 12 x adjustable tool loops inside the tray

1TB-E

As 1TB plus extended brackets (required if crush
guard on bucket)

5DTB

Deep tool tray, outside mount. 380mm (L) x 180mm
(W) x 430mm deep

5DTB-E

As 5DTB plus extended brackets (required if crush
guard on bucket)

319119

Tool tray with curved front and adjustable tool loops.
457mm (L) x 305mm (W) x 254mm deep

Hot Stick Hanging Rails
Rugged polyethylene construction for reliable, field proven service. Promotes rapid access
to storage and retrieval of hot sticks, cutters and other tools. Ultraviolet inhibitor protects
from sunlight degradation. Carries multiple tools on rigid ¾” diameter PVC rod, and
conveniently hangs inside or outside the bucket.
CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

HSHR

Hot stick hanging rail for standard buckets

HSHR-E

Hot stick hanging rail with extended brackets for buckets with crush guard

Canvas Tool Bags & Buckets
We offer a wide range of canvas bags and buckets, made from heavy duty
canvas. Stiffeners are sewn into the rim to ensure that they hold their
shape. Round buckets have rope handle with brass swivel snap, oval bags
are supplied with ABH-2 bucket hooks.
CAT NO

DESCRIPTION

RTB-12RS

8” (203mm) diameter x 12” (305mm) round bag with rope & brass
swivel snap

RTB-15RS

12” (305mm)diameter x 15” (381mm) round bag with rope & brass
swivel snap

CB5P-3

5-pocket oval bag with 3” hooks, 356mm x 178mm x 229mm

CB15P-3

15-pocket oval bag with 3” hooks, 356mm x 178mm x 229mm

Bucket Hooks
CAT NO: ABH-2

These hooks are designed to fit on buckets with a 2” lip and buckets with liners with a 3” lip.
Hooks sold in pairs.
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